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T
he region we survey geographically belongs to the Great Hungarian Plain, more 
precisely to its eastern section. It is bordered to the north by the Mureș River, 
on the eastern side by the Carpathians, to the west by the Tisza River and to 
the south by the Bârzava River. Historically, in the Modern Era it was called the Banat 

of Timiș (Temcscher Banat, in German). In the Late Middle Ages, the time-frame we 
investigate, this part of the Kingdom of Hungary was characterized by a low urban 
network, with only a few towns, being predominantly composed of market towns and 
villages1.

Historian Erik Fügedi has already underlined the positive role of the presence of an 
estate administration center for the development of a settlement2. Andras Kubinyi, on 
the other hand, admitted also the opposite: the authority of a landlord would have 
had a restrictive influence over the self-administration of the market towns he owned3. 
The jurisdictional role the landlord fulfilled in the litigations of the inhabitants and his 
intervention, as a patron, into issues of the church administration, for example (appoint
ment of priests, benefit of the tithe), could be such negative aspects. According to the 
survey of Kubinyi, 90% of 15th century noble residences were to be found near urban 
settlements, or at least the use of the term oppidum designating the residence settle
ments becomes more frequent during the 15th century. The role of residential and admin
istrative center of both royal and noble seat settlements is nevertheless taken into con
sideration in Kubinyi’s centrality analyses. Lately, Szabolcs Gulyás, in his study on the 
relation of noble residences and thus of administrative centers and market towns from 
the northeastern part of medieval Hungary stressed the fact that a pattern does not 
exist in what the interaction between settlement development and residence founding 
is concerned4.

The development of market towns in the region of the Hungarian Plain presents 
certain particularities derived from the geographical, and thus also from the economic 
character of the region. It is mostly a rural landscape, focused in consequence on agri
cultural production. The smaller area within the plain of the Timiș River, due to its 
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position on the southeastern border of the kingdom, highly fits this description, for 
the constant threat represented by Ottoman invasions as early as the end of the 14th 
century certainly inhibited the urbanization and development of the region3. Not even 
the most important towns lying at the junction of the main traffic and commercial routes 
(Temesvár, Csanad, Lippa) ever reached a high level of urbanization6. Consequently, a 
powerful citizenry also was missing, who would have protested against the power of 
the landlords, as pointed out in some cases7. The efforts made by the landlord in order 
to gain certain rights and privileges for one’s residential place: fairs, tax exemptions, indul
gences, pilgrimages, also served the interests of the inhabitants, who had the opportu
nity to sell the goods they were producing without being forced to make long jour
neys for this purpose8. Landlords were evidently trying to increase their estates’ income; 
therefore they were also directly interested in obtaining market holding rights for the set
tlements within their estates. The right to hold weekly fairs was frequent among our 
settlements. The privilege to organize early fairs apparently was held only by 3 market 
towns: Fellak, Czikóvásárhely (also shown by its name, which means market place) 
and Morsina. From the point of view of territorial jurisdiction, noblemen were again 
interested in exerting their influence. In our region we have a single example of a land
lord receiving the right to hold a blood court. Benedict Himfy received such a privi
lege for his estates of Remete and lersig in 13699. However it is a positive achieve
ment, for the inhabitants of the estate theoretically benefited from a more secure way 
of life. Of course it worked also the other way around, for involvement in conflicts 
with other noblemen or authorities could have made victims within the population 
throughout the entire estate, as it happened in many cases.

In order to increase the population and thus the economic output of the estate, 
landlords also colonized inhabitants, especially noblemen of foreign origins, the so-called 
bospites™. Beginning with the 15th century, due to the Ottoman advance, Serbian popu
lation arrived north of the Danube11. Hungarian kings granted permission to settle 
and lands here to several Serbian noblemen, like the Jaksics. Later on they favored the 
colonization of Serbian population within their estates, on behalf of whom they also 
obtained tax exemptions.

In the following we will offer an analysis of the subject matter in connection to the 
geographical area described above. We are far from having collected all data of interest, 
but some observations can be nevertheless jotted down12.

Out of the 2913 recorded castella throughout the plain of the Ternes River, 15 were 
to be found in/nearby market towns (see map). These are: Borzhuk, Chen; Czikóvásárhely 
(Pathkolcz), Endród (Facset), Fellak, Hodos, Iktár, Rekás, Sarad, Sasvar, Monostor, 
Morsyn, Zadya, Zádorlak, and Zewdy. In what concerns the level of development, accord
ing to the survey made by András Kubinyi, these belong to the categorv of market towns, 
with 6-10 centrality points, meaning average marketplaces. The other group is made 
up by villages with market holding rights. They are mainly located along secondarv routes 
and represent the lowest ranked settlement group, totalling 1-5 points. Due to the severe 
destruction of the medieval charters referring to our region, most probablv this rank
ing is not quite exact and it would suffer some limited adjustments.
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Although there is a high number of castles and residences in the region14, data arc 
extremely scarce regarding the moment of their construction, physical appearance etc. 
We encounter the same situation in the case of marketplaces referring to their privi
leges, market holding rights, citizens, churches or monasteries, administration and so on. 
Chery represents a fortunate case, for a relatively high number of charters referring to 
it permit a more thorough analysis. The estate of Chery, mentioned for the first time 
in the papal tax collection evidence from 1332 -1337, was in the Anjou period part of 
the royal estate belonging to the castle of Temesvár. Around 1366 King Louis the 
Great founded here an Observant Franciscan monastery, among the first ones through
out Hungary, alongside the one founded in nearby Caransebeș . Both belonged to the 
Franciscan province of Bosnia and had a missionary role in the context of King Louis’s 
military offensive against Bosnia and his general anti-schismatic policies. In 1372 the set
tlement already appeared in charters as civitas, and the estate was organized as a district16. 
In 1387 King Sigismund donated the royal estate of Chery to Stephen Korog}; ban of 
Macva. According to written sources the castle near Chery, mentioned with this name, 
must have been built under the ownership of this aristocratic family. Its first, indirect 
mention dates back to 1439, when the castellan of Chery appears in a charter1. In 
1453 the oppidum of Chery was mentioned18. After the death of John of Kórogy the estate 
became once again a Crown possession, being donated later on by King Matthias to 
the Kaniza borthers, Ladislaus and Nicholas19. At this date the same charter refers to 
the stronghold either as castrum, or castellum. In the case of Chery we witness a typical 
exaggerated formula within the donation document issued by King Matthias, in which 
the denominations castrum and civitas arc used singularly related to the castle and the 
market town. In 1473, the castle of Chery appears, along with its estate, among the assets 
of the Nadasdi Wngor family20. Following the agreement based on a co-divisional broth
erhood between John Wngor and Michael Zob, after the death of John Wngor in 
1506, his estates were taken over by Michael Zob21. In 1507 Michael gave the estate 
of Chery and the castle to protonotary Stephen Werbőczy22. Prior to the Ottoman 
conquest, in 1552 Chery; both the casdc and the estate, was the propertv of Peter Petrovic, 
count of Timiș23.

Regarding the development of the settlement of Chery; written data arc nearly' inex
istent. In the early' period of its existence Chery' had belonged to the Crown. The unequal 
presence in charters might cause an erroneous perception on the urbanization of the 
village. However, we can state that the settlement received an important impulse already' 
in the second half of the 14th century' due to the establishment of the Franciscan friary'. 
Other benefits came along later on. The Korógy' family' also resorted to colonization, 
or more likely' facilitated the establishment of certain citizens, apparendy' craftsmen, with
in the boundaries of the market town24. This generosity' of the landlord can be interpreted 
as an action meant to ensure the prosperity' of the (residential) estate center, but later doc
uments let us suspect more selfish reasons, that is, the endeavor to obtain a certain 
control over the administrative and jurisdictional activity of the market towns council. 
Philip Korógy' appointed Andrew as court judge (judge of hospites), and somewhat 
later also as knez at Sacoș. Within the text of the charter issued in 1403 arc also men- 
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tioncd the judges and officials of Korógy: iudicibus et ojficialibus nostns in dicta civitate nos
tra Cheri. The two subjects are also withdrawn from under the authority of the territo
rial jurisdiction.

All recorded market towns seem to have their first documentary evidence as such from 
the middle of the 15th century onwards25. A relatively quick ascent in the settlement hier
archy can also be observed. As Historian Livia Magina has pointed out in her case 
study concerning Fellak26, following the moment of donation of the settlement in 
1478 to the Jaksic family27, of Serbian origin, in the space of half a century from a desert
ed village (predium} it reached the rank of market town {oppidum} some time before 1534, 
when it gained the right of holding two annual fairs {nundinum seu forum annualium 
liberum} and a weekly fair on every Sunday28. Both annual fairs were limited to a sole day. 
Meanwhile, due to the intercession of the landlords, the villagers (mainly Serbian pop
ulation colonized by the Jaksic family) received tax exemptions as well29. The geographical 
position of the settlement, situated near the Mures River, also generated additional finan
cial benefits in the form of tolls, as a document mentions a lawsuit concerning the 
right of levying a port toll over the river between Fcllak and Papi30. All these privileges 
granted by the central authority on behalf of its loyal servant led to a quick growth of the 
settlement and of the estate.

The destiny of the market town called Sasvar was also bound in the Late Middle Ages 
to that of another Serbian nobleman, Voivode Milos Belmuzevic. He had taken up res
idence on the territory of Hungary, more precisely in Timiș County, along with his 
family, through the grace of King Matthias, following the Ottoman conquest of Fort 
Smederevo and the territory of Despotovina31. In a few years he gained several estates 
here, as a reward for his military contribution during the wars against the Ottomans. 
All estates were to be found near the county seat of Temesvár32, among them the above 
mentioned Sasvar. The settlement and estate were obtained for the military services 
provided in 1474 in Silesia. The settlement appears for the first time as oppidum in 1492 >3, 
and its development was probably boosted under the ownership of the Belmuzevic 
family. Unfortunately, more information is lacking regarding this aspect. However, the 
market town must have been the estate center and the residential settlement, for the owner 
families always took the appellative de Sasvar. Similarly to the Jaksic family Belmuzevic 
also favored the colonization of Serbian inhabitants34. From among them came also 
the officials found in the service of the family, bearing the Slavic title of waywoda. As 
the name of the settlement suggests, a fortification was to be found inside its boundaries, 
mentioned in charters, as far as we know, only at the middle of the 16th centurv as Castrum 
Sasvar cum oppido'^. The settlement’s first documentary evidence can be traced back to 
1332-37, then 137236. Later, in 1428, the road leading to the village was mentioned3 . 
This means cither that a medieval fortification already existed at this time, or more 
likely the settlement was established nearby or on the site of an older, prehistoric forti
fication, from which it took its name. In Ottoman records from 1566-1567, a St. George 
monastery is mentioned nearby38. The founding of the establishment must be also linked 
to one of the landlords, most likely the Belmuzevic. In the testament of the head of 
the family a monk Timothy is mentioned as his confessor, and the document itself was 
drawn up by a certain Marko, deacon39. After the family’s extinction on the male line with 
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the death of Milos and his sons, die estate was finally obtained by the Jaksic family, through 
matrimonial relations with the daughter of Milos40. At this point they were the owners 
of three castles along with the adjacent market towns and estates: Nagylak, Czeffresd 
at Fellak and Sasvar, all of them called castrum in the charter. It is typical, that the “home” 
castle of the family, Nagylak, along with the homonymous market town, was equally 
divided and kept in common use, while the castle of Czefresd with the town of Fellak 
and the castle and town of Sasvar were apportioned between the two heiresses.

Zewdy41 is another good example of a case study, for we have good documentary evi
dence. The village entered into the possession of the Posa family sometime before 131142. 
In 1400 it already had an annual fair43. The first mention of Zewdy as a market town 
dates back, as far as we know, only to 145244. The Szeri Posa family had its residence here 
probably from the very beginning. Although the male members, especially the father, had 
a successful carrier during the Anjou period, it seems that they didn’t insist on the 
development of the settlement, whilst efforts were made to enlarge their estate through 
donations and purchases. One of the most important such acquisitions was the village 
called Hodos, received through royal donation before 14054\ From 1428 it appears in 
charters as oppidum, and the homonymous fortification nearby appears in charters from 
1458, along with the associated toll.46. According to this document, at this date the 
Posa family didn’t yet have a castellum-\}ke fortified residence also in Zewdy, and most 
likely they lived in a manor house. Before Hodos entered into the possession of the 
Posa family, around the year 1368, Benedict Himfy sent his private chaplain to fulfill 
the role of parish priest, but the seat was already taken by a priest appointed by the vil
lagers47 . The villagers’ letter indicates that before that the count of Ternes had not been 
involved in the appointment of priests, and they asked him to respect this privilege. 
The intrusion of the high dignitary could have stemmed from his position, associated 
with the ambition to acquire the settlement and its estate, as it becomes obvious from 
later documents. Another charter comes to underline the “ancient” privileges the citizens 
of Hodos, for in 1428 King Sigismund issued a charter in which he mentioned the Lugos 
toll tax freedom of the citizens and serfs of Hodos48.

Borzlyuk, similarly with Chery, was the center of a royal estate with 28-30 villages 
until the middle of the 15th century. In the Anjou period the hospites regii were mentioned49. 
In 1456, when it was granted to John of Hunyad, it was noted as a district center. We 
can conclude that a castle existed nearby from a charter dated in 1483, in which appears 
the castellan of the Bánfi family of Lendva. The Bánfi family was granted the estate of 
Borzlyuk sometime around 1477.

We hardly know anything about Morsina and Monostor. Both were settlements with
in the privileged districts from the northeastern part of the region and reached the 
rank of market towns in 1439, respectively in 1484. The castles are mentioned late, in 
1505. Around the middle of the 15th century both were placed in gauge and granted 
to John of Hunyad, being included into the great Hunyadi estate. As such, the two 
settlements played the role of secondary administrative centers of the great Hunyadi estate. 
In a similar way to forts, castles were probably also the sites of toll and income collec
tion, as the example of Monostor shows. In a charter from the beginning of the 16th 
century it is noted that the taxes were collected at the castle'’0.
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Of all residential market towns, besides the above discussed Fellak we have evi
dence of the right of organizing annual fairs only in three other cases: Endrod, 
Czikóvásárhely and Morsina. Endrod and Morsina had the right of holding weekly 
fairs as well. Four other market towns, namely, Rckás, Sarad, Monostor and Iktár had 
only weekly fairs, Hodos and Rekas benefited from the income of road tolls.

It is important to point out that castella arc mainly concentrated in the northern 
part of the “province”, that is, the Temesköz region, gravitating around the county 
scat of Temesvár. On the one hand, this is explained by the geomorphologic character 
of the northern part, which was the eastern limit of the Hungarian Plain. As such, it 
was best suited for the formation of large estates, even to the detriment of the tenure 
of the royal fort of Temesvár. In the southern, part royal properties and castles were more 
numerous due to the strategic military importance of this border region in the vicinity 
of the Serbian kingdom and the Voivodate of Wallachia. If we look at the map of the 
region, it becomes evident that the market towns arc situated along the main routes, eight 
in number. One ran parallel to the Mures River; the others linked the county scat of 
Temesvár with Arad and Transylvania towards the northcast, with Szeged and the core 
of the realm towards the west, and with the Danube to the south. The presence of a water 
flow is also a rule in almost all cases of castles. The presence of a river was important 
for at least two reasons. First, we must underline the defensive role: built in the lowlands, 
probably using less rough materials (brick, wood and earth), these fortifications, castel
la or noble residences were extremely vulnerable. As such, water courses were used as 
natural moats. From this feature comes the “water castle” name of this type of strong
holds. The second, but not less important role of the presence of rivers is the econom
ic one, for one of the main sources of income for castles and estates was milling. The 
example of Chery is extremely illustrative. It had no more than 24 mills. From one of the 
charters from the middle of the 15th century, which lists the possessions of the castle of 
Chen; we learn that four mills were made of stone and were sending directiv the cas
tle’s needs. The other twenty were dispersed throughout the estate. Watermills arc 
mentioned in charters in a high number due to the dense river network in the region and 
many times represented the cause of conflicts between neighboring families.

The castles and market towns were placed in strategic points, so the taxes collected 
here in the form of road tolls and port tolls represented farther important sources of 
income for the estate.

Conclusions

B
ased on the information presented above, castles and their estates in the Ternes 
Plain can be grouped into three main categories: smaller estates of local noble 
families, positioned near small villages and which would never reach a higher level 
of development. Because of their modest social condition, the owners didn’t manage 

to put together a larger domain, and due to the extinction of the family, to the division 
of the estate, or even to the relocation of the family, the estates would not have a long 
life. It seems that these are the earliest castles, and they became deserted together with 
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the adjoining settlements towards the end of the 15th century. This is the ease of the 
residences at Obad, Jobbag}; Macedonia, Vareleye, Jcbcl, and Iktar.

In the late 15th century important noble families came to acquire vast estates from 
extinct or disloyal landlords through royal donations or through gauge. This makes up 
the second category of castles. It is the case of the Guti, Garai, Haraszti, Jaksic fami
lies. Franciscus Haraszti, ban of Szörény, became the owner of several estates and cas
tles, them through donations, purchase and pledge. The Serbian Jaksic also succeeded 
to amass more estates, as presented above.

In the region of the Hungarian Plain, and thus in the Ternes Plain as well, where urban 
settlements were rare, market towns along with their pecuniary benefits certainly pre
sented a great interest for landlords who were seeking to build up their estates here. Their 
military obligations demanded serious material and human resources, especially here 
on the border with the Ottoman Empire, for reparation and construction works on 
forts and military campaigns were more and more a necessity51. Consequently, sup
porting the development of such settlements, or trying to enter in the possession of more 
market towns, must have been to the benefit of landlords.

Searching for a relationship pattern between market towns and noble residences would 
probably not lead to considerable results, as already stated before. We can, however, 
ask some questions, the answers leading us perhaps to other issues than the topic expressed 
in the title of our paper. One of these questions is: Out of all market towns in the ana
lyzed region, how many fulfilled the role of residential settlements and estate centers? 
Based on our best knowledge, in the case of Ternes County we can state that out of 20 
market towns (pppidtmrf2, 12 had a castellimi type or fortified noble residence and two 
a fort53. In the case of Gladna we are aware of the existence of a medieval fortification 
dated in the 15th century that has no documentary evidence. One, Bercny, might also have 
had a fortification nearby that could date from medieval times. Four market towns 
were also district centers, two with a casde also. Two market towns which did not have 
a residence within their boundaries were district centers or important traffic nodes. 
Five other castles were related to villages"* 4. The situation is similar in Arad Count}; 
were out of 12 market towns 8 also had a castle within their boundaries and were 
estate centers. Here too we can presume the existence of further castles, as in the case 
of Szécsény. In Csanád there are nine market towns in evidence with only four cas- 
tles55. We encounter a different situation in Krassó, a border county; were royal forts 
and the adjacent estates were predominating. The two noble residences mentioned in 
charters as castellimi are to be found near villages36.

The overlapping of the two dwelling types is generally the result of social and eco
nomic changes, which took place during the 15th century: Duc to the frequent dona
tion acts of estates on behalf of noblemen, the private estates belonging to noblemen 
became larger. For the administration of these extended landed estates several centers, 
main and secondary; needed to be created, and one or even more residences were con
structed. This is also the period, as noted at the beginning, when the number òf mar
ket towns increased through natural development, but mainly as a consequence of the 
landlord’s attempts to secure for themselves the economic benefits of the settlements.
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Historian Erik Fiigcdi has isolated a distinct category of market towns, namely the estate 
administration centers57. In the northeastern part of the Hungarian Plain, more precisely 
in the region between the Tisa and Mureș Rivers and Transylvania, out of the 20 mar
ket towns, 19 played the role of estate administration centers and also residential towns. 
Following the short overview of the situation found south of the Mureș River, we can 
state that we encountered an identical manifestation of the market towns.

Table 1 : List of residential market towns

Settlement name 1st evidence of 
the castle

1st evidence as 
oppidum

Tolls and fairs

1 Borzlyuk 1483 1477 -

2 Chery 1443 1443: civitas
1453: oppidum

-

3 Czikóvásárhely 1480 1480 Yearly fair

4 Facsád 
(Endrőd?)

1548 1550: oppidum 
1554-1579: town

3 yearly fairs 
weekly fair

5 Fellak 
("Czefresd")

1540-1550 1534 Port, 
yearly fair, weekly fair

6 Hodos 1471 1437 Road toll

7 Iktár 1597 1554-1579: town Weekly fair

8 Monosthor 1505 1484 Weekly fair

9 Morsyn 1505 1439 Weekly and 
yearly fair

10 Rékás 1476 1443: Civitas
1453: oppidum

Weekly fair
Toll

11 Sarad 1479 1479 Weekly fair

12 Sasvar 1540-1560 1492 -

13 Zadorlaka 1480 1480 -

14 Zadya 1479 1479 Toll

15 Zewdy 1471 1471 Port
Weekly fair
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Map 1 : Residential market towns in the Timiș Plain 
(based on a map by A. Kubinyi, Városfejlődés)
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Abstract
The Relation of Noble Residences and Market Towns 

in the Region of the Timiș Plain in the 15th-16th Centuries

In our short overview we wanted to take a kx)k at the association of noble residences mentioned 
as castellum in the medieval charters and the settlements found nearby. It is a general phenome
non throughout the Kingdom of Hungary and beyond: from the 15th century onwards noble
men preferred fortified residences located near settlements, instead of the more isolated moun
taintop forts. Scholars have already debated the subject of this relationship and tried to answer 
the question whether the presence of residences stimulated the development of settlements to 
the rank of market towns or rather already existing market towns attracted landlords to take up res
idence there. On account of the lack of charters referring to the region of the Timiș Plain, the ques
tion of anteriority cannot be easily cleared. It is however evident that the landlord had the inter
est to contribute to the development of die settlements he owned. Rich market towns also represented 
important assets to the economy of the estates. In the Timiș Plain the majority of market towns 
were so-called residential settlements and also played the role of estate administration centers.

Keywords
noble residences, castles, market towns, estate centers, Timiș Plain


